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Poke is a dish that is usually built around raw seafood, cut into cubes and dressed with sauces and

spices. Hawai'i's ambassador of poke, Chef Sam Choy, has collected more than thirty of the

Islands' very best poke recipes for Sam Choy's Little Hawaiian Poke Cookbook. You'll find such

delicacies as Red Hot and Blackened Poke and 'Ahi Poke with Lemongrass. There's Volcano Tofu

Poke, featuring sesame oil and brown sugar, and Sam Choy's Original Fried Marlin Poke, flavored

with soy sauce, green onion, ogo seaweed and bean sprouts. You'll find traditional "pure" poke

made with 'ahi, salt, seaweed and inamona, a kukui nut relish, as well as inventive dishes such as

Marinated Steak Poke and Green Onio and Cilantro Pesto Poke. "It just doesn't get any better than

this," says Sam, "Enjoy!"
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I have tried several of the poke recipes and all of them have been delicious. I only wish that this

book had a section that provided substitution suggestions since some of the ingredients can be

difficult to find even on the internet.

Some of the best poke recipe's anywhere. I've been looking for Sam's Fried A'u poke recipe ever

since he closed his restuarant in Kaloko, and the grill at the Kona Bowl. These take me back to

happier times before I had to leave Kona.



yes it's a cookbook -- but it definitely is poorly fleshed out & not very helpful for those trying to use

the cookbook anywhere BUT hawaii. there are missing steps in the recipes...directions to see the

hawaiian food supply stores in the introduction, when the info is really at the back of the book past

the index.i guess this will be a helpful cookbook to guide me in my attempt at home poke, but

seriously i would have had just as good of results looking up recipes online...this cookbook is

making me double check the timing & ingredients of the recipes contained therein, research

ingredient supply stores or substitutions so i can actually make the recipes. quite honestly, i regret

buying this book.

I had all ready reviewed this book at the airport bookstore, and decided to purchase it then my flight

was called for boarding and the long line at the cash register indicated I'd never have time to pay for

the book and get on my plane. So I ran for the boarding gate, keeping in mind that I'd probably be

able to find this book on .com. Which I surely did. The book arrived in the time .com anticipated and

I am very happy with the product.

This little Pokie book is all that you need to make the Pokie that you enjoy in Hawaii. Finding the

right ingredients might be a bit harder but worth it!

Great ideas on how to make different types of poke with the proper proportions of ingredients.Loved

all the different recipes in the book.

High quality, in compact form.Mouth watering recipes, that I cant wait to try out.Sam Choy's a

genius. 'Nuff said.

Nice assortment of recipes. Not all by Sam Choy. Great history of poke & poke type dishes in the

Pacific islands.
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